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The last two decades have witnessed major advances in the synthesis and characterization of endohedral

fullerenes. These species have interesting physicochemical properties with many potential interesting applications

in the fields of magnetism, superconductivity, nonlinear optical properties, radioimmunotherapy, and magnetic

resonance imaging contrast agents, among others. In addition to the synthesis and characterization, the chemical

functionalization of these species has been a main focus of research for at least four reasons: first, to help

characterize endohedral fullerenes that could not be well described structurally otherwise; second, to generate

materials with fine-tuned properties leading to enhanced functionality in one of their multiple potential

applications; third, to produce water-soluble endohedral fullerenes needed for their use in medicinal sciences; and

fourth, to generate electron donor–acceptor conjugates that can be used in solar energy conversion/storage.

The functionalization of these species has been achieved through different types of reactions, the most common

being the Diels–Alder reactions, 1,3-dipolar cycloadditions, Bingel–Hirsch reactions, and free-radical reactions.

It has been found that the performance of these reactions in endohedral fullerenes may be quite different from

that of the empty fullerenes. Indeed, encapsulated species have a large influence on the thermodynamics, kinetics,

and regiochemistry of these reactions. A detailed understanding of the changes in chemical reactivity due to

incarceration of atoms or clusters of atoms is essential to assist the synthesis of new functionalized endohedral

fullerenes with specific properties. This Perspective seeks to highlight the key role played by computational

chemistry in the analysis of the chemical reactivity of these systems. It is shown that the information obtained

through calculations is highly valuable in the process of designing new materials based on endohedral fullerenes.

A. Introduction

In the 1985 landmark paper that reported the discovery of the

buckminsterfullerene (C60), the authors already hypothesized

about the fact that the diameter of this molecule was large
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enough to hold a variety of atoms inside the carbon cage.1 The

proof of atom encapsulation in C60 was accomplished soon

after with the detection of the first stable metallofullerene

(La@C60).
2 Few years later, Smalley et al.3 published the

formation in macroscopic quantities of higher fullerenes with

lanthanum inside, such as La@C70, La@C74, and La@C82. In

the same work, the authors proposed for the first time the use

of the symbol @ to indicate a fullerene cage with some

encaged atoms or molecules inside. These species are named

endohedral fullerenes (EFs) and in the most common case

where the encapsulated species contain metal atoms they are

called endohedral metallofullerenes (EMFs).4 In 1991, Weiske

and coworkers observed the first EFs containing a noble

gas inside, He@C60
+ and He@C70

+.5,6 In 1995, the first

structural characterization by X-ray diffraction of an EMF

was reported.7

Nowadays it has been shown that fullerenes can encapsulate

atoms, ions, metallic clusters, and small molecules such as H2,

CO, H2O, NH3 or CH4 (for recent reviews see ref. 8–12). These

EFs can be classified into several classes:11 (a) classical EFs of

the type M@C2n and M2@C2n (M = metal, noble gas, small

molecule and 60 r 2n r 88); (b) metallic nitride EMFs

(M3N@C2n, M = metal and 68 r 2n r 96); (c) metallic

carbide EMFs (M2C2@C2n, M3C2@C2n, M4C2@C2n, and

M3CH@C2n with M = metal and 68 r 2n r 92); (d) metallic

oxide EMFs (M4O2@C2n and M4O3@C2n); and (e) metallic

sulfide (M2S@C2n). This current classification will for sure be

modified in the future as the number of EFs families and the

elements of each family increase rapidly.

The EMFs are promising materials with a number

of potential interesting applications related to magnetism,

superconductivity, and nonlinear optical (NLO) properties.13,14

By varying the encapsulated metal cluster, the optoelectronic

properties of EMFs might be tailored without changing the

outer carbon cage. Moreover, the relative inertness of the

EMF carbon structure makes these compounds ideal for

medical applications, for instance as hosts of radioactive

atoms for use in nuclear medicines15,16 or as effective magnetic

resonance imaging (MRI) contrast agents.17,18 What is more,

photoinduced charge transfer using EMFs as electron

acceptor in electron donor–acceptor dyads can lead to promising

photovoltaic materials to be used in solar energy conversion/

storage systems.19 It has also been suggested that some EFs

with long spin lifetime might in the future be used in quantum

computing or spintronic devices.20,21 Finally, in some cases

they have been employed as a probe for monitoring chemical

reactions of the fullerene cages via changes in the electron

paramagnetic resonance (EPR) signals.20,22

The interaction between the encapsulated species and the

carbon cage leads to important changes in the stability and

reactivity of the fullerene cages. For instance, the C80 cage of

Ih symmetry is the most unstable among the seven structures

of C80 that satisfy the isolated pentagon rule (IPR).23,24

However, this cage leads to the most favored EMFs when

two La atoms or a Sc3N unit are present inside Ih-C80. Indeed,

Sc3N@Ih-C80 is the third most abundant fullerene after C60

and C70.
25 Similar situations are found for the D3h-C78 and

C2v-C82 cages. On the other hand, while the IPR is strictly

followed by all pure-carbon fullerenes isolated to date,26 there

are violations of it in EMFs and the IPR appears to be more a

suggestion than a rule for these species27 and, in general, for

any charged fullerene.28 In non-IPR carbon cages, there are six

possible different C–C bond types A to F (represented in

Fig. 1), whereas types E and F are not present in IPR

structures. A rule for the stabilization of fullerene cages in

metallic nitrite EMFs has been recently established based on

the assumption that there is a formal charge transfer of six

electrons from the nitride to the carbon cage,

M3N
6+@C2n

6�.29,30 Therefore, on the basis of the maximum

hardness principle,31–34 it has been concluded that the most

stable metallic nitride EMFs are those encapsulated in

fullerene cages with large (LUMO-4)–(LUMO-3) gaps.35,36

In other EMFs, such as M2C2@C2n (M = group 3 or

lanthanide), four electrons are transferred to the carbon

cage37,38 and in this case the most stable are the neutral cages

with large (LUMO-3)–(LUMO-2) gaps.39 The reactivity of

EMFs is also largely affected by encapsulation as will be

shown later in this review.

Organic functionalization of EMFs is an important research

direction for the synthesis of novel materials with finely tuned

properties. In 1995, Akasaka and coworkers published the first

derivatization of an EF, La@C82, giving an exohedral

adduct.40 Since then a number of functionalized EFs have

been presented.11 It is expected that after functionalization

EMFs can have in some cases larger p-electron density in the

cage and, consequently, higher NLO properties. Moreover, for

some of the medical applications of EMFs it is compulsory

to have water-soluble functionalized EMFs such as

Gd@C60[C(COOH)2] and Gd@C82(OH)x.
41–44 Besides,

reversible addition reactions have been found useful for the
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separation of mixtures of fullerenes and protection of their

reactive sites.45 Thus, for example, purification of EMFs has

been achieved through Diels–Alder reactions taking advan-

tage of the higher reactivity of empty fullerenes and classical

EFs compared to metallic nitride EMFs.46,47 Interestingly,

some EFs have been detected only in their functionalized

forms.48,49 It is also quite remarkable the fact that the dynamic

behavior of the encaged atoms can be significantly altered by

functionalization (vide infra).12

Tremendous efforts have been devoted to the functionalization

of EMFs and to get a better understanding of the reactivity of

EMFs. Nevertheless, the development of regioselective reactions

for EMFs is still in its infancy. The main reason is the difficulty to

produce and isolate sufficient quantities to investigate their

reactivity. This has been improved over the years50 and now

there are companies offering EMFs at affordable prices.51 Still,

the low EMF yields limit the investigations on the EMFs

reactivity to mainly the most abundant EFs, i.e., classical EFs

with the C82 cage and Sc3N@C80. In addition, as noted by

Boltalina et al.52 the scarcity of theoretical studies that could

guide synthetic chemists to investigate productive reaction

schemes is another reason to explain why many questions

in the field of the EMFs reactivity remain to be solved.11

Theoretical studies are important to predict or to give support

to possible addition sites. What is more, they can offer clues to

understand the origin of the regioselectivity. The aim of the

present review is to illustrate how computational chemistry

can be applied to help solve problems encountered in EMFs

reactivity studies. It is not our intention to review all the

theoretical work done in the area of EMFs for which a bulky

literature exists. In particular, there are many works in the

literature discussing their molecular and electronic structure.8,9

Here, we will limit our revision to the theoretical or combined

experimental–theoretical studies of the reactivity of EFs.

Our presentation is divided into five major sections:

reactions of EFs containing noble gases and hydrogen molecules

Ngx@C2n (x = 1 and 2) and xH2@C2n (x = 1–5) compounds

(Section B), EMFs reactions involving Mx@C2n (x= 1 and 2)

species (Section C), metallic nitride EMFs reactivity (Section

D), reactions of other EFs (Section E), and finally we discuss

some practical recommendations for the theoretical study of

EFs reactivity (Section F). Throughout, it will be evident to

the reader that quantum chemistry in combination with

experimental techniques has become a powerful, must-

have tool for penetrating the complexities of EFs chemical

reactivity.

B. Reactivity of Ngx@C2n (x = 1 and 2) and

xH2@C2n (x = 1–5)

1 Chemical reactivity of Ng@C60

Frunzi, Cross, and Saunders (FCS) explored experimentally

the exohedral reactivity of single noble gas (Ng) compounds.53

They performed the Diels–Alder reaction (see Scheme 1)

between 9,10-dimethylanthracene (DMA) and either
129Xe@C60 or

3He@C60 to investigate the effect of the trapped

noble gas. They observed that the thermodynamics of the

Diels–Alder reaction was favored at low temperatures in the

case of 3He@C60, while at high temperatures the equilibrium

constant of the reaction was larger for 129Xe@C60. Moreover,

they obtained 85% of bisadducts and no measurable amount

of unreacted C60 in the case of helium. When xenon was

encapsulated inside, some unreacted C60 and a number of

monoadducts were detected. HF/6-31G(d,p) and MPWB1K/

6-31G(d,p) calculations by FCS showed that the Ng atoms are

located in the center of the cage and that the equilibrium

geometry of C60 is almost unaffected by the presence of the

Fig. 1 Representation of the different [6,6], [5,6], and [5,5] bond types that may be present in any fullerene structure.
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He or Xe atoms.53 According to the authors this rules out the

possibility that the reaction with DMA may compress the C60

cage in one direction and that the Xe atom might inhibit the

reaction by opposing this structural change. Consequently,

FCS attributed the decreased reactivity of 129Xe@C60 as

compared to that of 3He@C60 at low temperatures to the fact

that the p-electron cloud of the C60 cage is pushed outward

by the xenon atom inside. The same reason was given by

Komatsu et al. to justify the decreased reactivity of (H2)2@C70

as compared to H2@C70.
54 Before FCS, Wang, Saunders, and

Cross (WSC) already studied the reaction of 3He@C60 with

DMA and compared it to that of 3He@C70.
22 WSC reported a

somewhat more exergonic reaction in the case of 3He@C60.

Most theoretical studies reported on Ng@C60 concern the

calculation of the equilibrium geometries,53,55–61 binding

energies,53,55–61 electronic properties,62 and chemical shifts.56,63

It is found that the equilibrium geometries are almost unaltered

by the presence of Ng. For all encapsulated Ng, C60 is hardly

deformed after the encapsulation (less than 0.5 kcal mol�1). It

was also shown that for a reliable calculation of the binding

energy of the Ng inside the carbon cage it is necessary to use

methods that account for van der Waals dispersion inter-

actions.64 For instance, the B3LYP method incorrectly

predicts that the incorporation of Xe inside C60 is endothermic.53

Similarly, Lee and McKee found that the interaction energy

of one hydrogen molecule in a C60 fullerene (H2@C60) is

+1.7 kcal mol�1 with B3LYP and �6.5 kcal mol�1 at the more

appropriate M05-2X level. The need of an adequate description

of the London dispersion interactions to obtain good estimates

of the interaction energy of C60 and C70 with encapsulated H2

molecules has been recently confirmed by Kruse and Grimme.65

Very recently, Osuna, Swart, and Solà (OSS)66,67 have

discussed the impact of the encapsulation of single noble gas

molecules on the chemical reactivity of C60 by analyzing the

thermodynamics and the kinetics of the [4+2] Diels–Alder

cycloaddition of 1,3-cis-butadiene on the [6,6] bonds of free

C60 and Ng@C60 (Ng = He, Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe). Their

density functional calculations (DFT) at the BP86/TZP level

reveal that the introduction of single noble gases in Ng@C60

almost does not affect the exohedral reactivity of free C60,

which is in agreement with experimental results. Calculations

used the ZORA approach to take into account relativistic

effects since it was shown that they are necessary in the case of

the Xe@C60 species.63 As can be seen in Table 1, reaction

energies and energy barriers change by less than 0.7 kcal mol�1

due to the Ng atom encapsulation. The largest reduction

is observed for Ar@C60. The effect of substituting He by

Xe in Ng@C60 is small with energy differences of less than

0.1 kcal mol�1 according to their theoretical data, which is in

agreement with the experimental data. Geometries of adducts

and transition states (TSs) remain almost unchanged by

encapsulation of single noble gas atoms. As was found for

C60,
68,69 OSS also found that the [6,6] bond of type A is much

more reactive than the type D [5,6] bond.66,67 Recently the

Diels–Alder and retro-Diels–Alder reactions between 9,10-

dimethylanthracene (DMA) and H2@C60 has been studied.70

Similarly to what has been found by OSS, the authors reported

that the equilibrium constant for H2@C60 is the same as

that for 3He@C60 which is in turn identical to that for the

empty C60.

2 Chemical reactivity of Ng2@C60

In 2002, Sternfeld and coworkers introduced for the first time

two He atoms inside C60.
71 Ne2@C60 may have also been

observed, although only Ne2@C70 and HeNe@C70 could be

conclusively identified.72 The chemical reactivity of Ng2@C60

(Ng = He, Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe) has been recently studied by

OSS by analyzing the Diels–Alder cycloaddition reaction of

1,3-cis-butadiene to Ng2@C60.
66,67 The motivation for this

study came from a previous work by Krapp and Frenking

(KF)73 in which the authors claimed that the Xe–Xe inter-

action in Xe2@C60 must be considered a genuine chemical

bond. The reason is that there is a formal charge transfer of

two electrons from the s*Xe–Xe orbital of the Xe2 unit to

the buckyball. Although more arguable because the charge

transfer is smaller, KF consider that Ng–Ng chemical bonds

are also present in Ng2@C60 with Ng = Ar and Kr. More

importantly, KF hypothesized that the changes due to the

Scheme 1 [4+2] Diels–Alder and 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition reactions.

Table 1 BP86/TZP reaction energies DER and activation energies
DEz (kcal mol�1) corresponding to the addition of 1,3-cis-butadiene to
[6,6] and [5,6] bonds of Ng@C60 (Ng = He–Xe)a

Ng@C60

[6,6] Bond
[5,6] Bond

DER
b DEzc DER

b

He �20.5 13.0 �4.1
Ne �20.3 13.4 �3.9
Ar �20.2 13.3 �3.7
Kr �20.3 13.1 �3.9d
Xe �20.5 12.9 �4.1
a From ref. 66. b Reaction energies for free C60 are respectively

�20.7 kcal mol�1 for the [6,6] bonds and �4.6 kcal mol�1 for the

[5,6] ones. c Activation energies for free C60 are respectively

12.7 kcal mol�1 and 21.0 kcal mol�1 for the [6,6] and [5,6] bonds.
d The activation barrier for the [5,6] bond of Kr@C60 is 21.6 kcal mol�1.
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interaction of the Ng2 with the C60 cage should influence the

chemical reactivity of C60 in addition reactions, especially for

Ng = Ar, Kr, and Xe. To check this hypothesis, OSS

performed BP86/TZP with ZORA calculations for the cyclo-

addition of 1,3-cis-butadiene to all non-equivalent bonds in

Ng2@C60 (Ng = He, Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe). There are nine

different bonds in Ng2@C60: three [6,6] bonds represented

with numbers and six [5,6] bonds symbolized with lower case

letters (see Fig. 2). The results obtained for the reaction

energies and energy barriers for the different bonds are given

in Fig. 3. Just for comparison the activation energies for free

C60 are, respectively, 12.7 kcal mol�1 for the [6,6] bond and

21.0 kcal mol�1 for the [5,6] one at the same level of theory.

The reaction and activation energies indicate that the

exohedral reactivity of both He2@C60 and Ne2@C60 is similar

to that of free C60. As it happens in C60,
68 the most reactive

bonds are the pyracylenic [6,6] bonds 1 and 2. One could

expect a reduction of the exohedral reactivity of the heaviest

noble gas endohedral fullerenes as compared to C60 because of

the electronic transfer from the noble gas dimer to the

fullerene compound (especially for the case of Xe2).
73 This

leads to a reduction of the electronic affinity of the cage, longer

C–C bond distances, and the p-electron density that is pushed

outwards the cage. Nevertheless, OSS found that the

Diels–Alder reaction becomes highly exothermic especially

over the [6,6] bonds called 1 and 2 (see Fig. 2) in Ar2@C60

and Kr2@C60. In these more reactive cases, the noble gas

dimer reorients itself to face the attacked bonds. The reactivity

of Xe2@C60 is substantially different from that of the rest of

the endohedral noble gases, as the reaction becomes extremely

exothermic and highly unselective. In this case, the Diels–

Alder reaction is equally favored over [6,6] or [5,6] bonds

situated close to the initial C5 axis where the noble gas dimer is

initially contained. The increase of the reactivity found for the

heaviest members of the series is attributed to three different

factors. First, the encapsulation of bigger noble gas atoms

such as Kr or Xe inside the cage leads to a reduction of the

LUMO energy. Second, the encapsulation of heavy noble gas

dimers inside C60 leads to highly reactive strained fullerenes.

The easiest way to release the strain of the cage is through the

reaction which induces pyramidalization of the attacked carbon

atoms and breaks the C�C bonds leading to a less strained

situation. And finally, there is the release of compression of

Ng2 when going from Ng2@C60 to the final adduct.

3 Chemical reactivity of xH2@C2n (x = 1–5, 2n = 60, 70,

and 82)

In 2008, Lee and McKee (LM) analyzed the endohedral

hydrogen exchange reactions in xH2@C2n (x = 1–5, 2n = 60,

70, and 82) by means of MP2, SCS-MP2, B3LYP, M05-2X,

and M06-2X methods.74 The fullerenes were considered

molecular containers for the exchange reaction. They found

that the barrier for the hydrogen exchange when two

molecules are enclosed in C60 is very high (95.3 kcal mol�1,

SCS-MP2) but decreases to 36.2 kcal mol�1 when three H2

molecules are encaged in C60 and the hydrogen exchange can

take place through a six-membered ring (6-MR) TS. This

represents a reduction of about 50 kcal mol�1 in the Gibbs

energy barrier with respect to the free 3H2 exchange reaction.

According to LM the reduction occurs because the energy of

reactants is raised by compression, the energy of the TS is

reduced by dispersion, and the entropic cost is much less for

the encapsulated 3H2 exchange reaction. Addition of more

molecules inside C60 has little effect on the energy barrier for

hydrogen exchange. Changing the molecular container to C70

and C82 also does not help in reducing the energy barriers. In

2008, Murata and coworkers75 achieved the synthesis of

2H2@C70 and compared its reactivity with H2@C70 in the

Fig. 2 The different non-equivalent bonds of the Ng2@C60 are repre-

sented using different colors. All considered bonds are marked on the

3D structure of C60 (a), but also on the Schlegel diagram (b). This

diagram converts the 3D structure into a 2D representation. The position

of the noble gas atoms is marked with green dots.66

Fig. 3 Comparison between the (a) reaction energies and (b) activation barriers (in kcal mol�1) found for the Diels–Alder reaction of 1,3-cis-

butadiene over the non-equivalent bonds of the different endohedral fullerenes considered Ng2@C60. A grey scale has been used to represent the

different noble gases endohedral compounds: black color is used to represent the helium-based fullerene, light grey for neon, medium grey for

argon, dark grey for krypton, and white for xenon.66
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reversible Diels–Alder reaction with DMA. From the calculated

equilibrium constants, they concluded that 2H2@C70 is

somewhat less reactive than H2@C70. The authors performed

MPWB1K/6-31G(d,p) calculations to show that encapsulation

of two hydrogen molecules into C70 is exothermic by

9.3 kcal mol�1 including the basis set superposition error

(BSSE) correction. They found that the long and short axes

of C70 in 2H2@C70 are elongated and shortened, respectively,

by only 0.02 Å as compared to those of H2@C70. In addition,

HOMO and LUMO energies of H2@C70 and 2H2@C70 were

found to be almost the same. They considered that it is

reasonable to conclude that the reduction of reactivity when

going from H2@C70 to 2H2@C70 is due to the increased

electron density on the exterior of the cage. The decreased

reactivity of 129Xe@C60 as compared to that of 3He@C60 was

also ascribed by FCS to the same reason.53 Finally, let us

mention a recent diffusion Monte Carlo (DMC) calculation on

the stability of xH2@C2n (x = 1–3, 2n = 60 and 70) species.76

The authors found that translation–rotation zero-point energies

of the H2 molecules, which are relevant because of their

confinement, have to be included in the calculation of the

binding energies of xH2 to C2n to match the experimental

result showing that two H2 molecules can be encaged in C70

and only one in C60.
75

C. Reactivity of Mx@C2n (x = 1 and 2)

1 Chemical reactivity of M@C60 and M@C72

Estrada-Salas and Valladares explored the changes in the

reactivity of C60 with endohedral doping using 3d transition

metals with the Fukui functions and the molecular electro-

static potential calculated with the BPW91/DNP method.77

They concluded that if the equilibrium structure of the EMFs

M@C60 has the metal located at the center of the cage

(M= Zn and Cu), the EMF has essentially the same reactivity

as that of the empty C60. On the other hand, if the endoatom

(M = Mn, Fe, Co, and Ni) is located outside the center of the

C60 cage, the chemical behavior of the EMFs will clearly differ

from that of the pristine C60. It is worth noting that energy

differences between centered and off-centered species in most

M@C60 are not very large. Thus, Li+ encaged in C60 was

found to be in the center of the cage with the B3LYP/6-31G(d)

method78 or somewhat displaced with the B3LYP/6-311G(d)

level78 and by a DFT study using the Local Density

Approximation.79

In 2003, Kato et al.80 provided evidence based on NMR

results indicating that C72 has a non-IPR structure. Conclusive

evidence came three years later through the first X-ray

structural determination48 of a monometallofullerene derivative,

La@C72(C6H3Cl2), that has a non-IPR cage of C2 symmetry.

B3LYP/6-31G(d)//B3LYP/3-21G calculations indicated that

this cage was the most stable (by more than 20 kcal mol�1)

among one IPR cage of D6d symmetry and two other non-IPR

structures of C2v and Cs symmetries. The B3LYP results for

the radical La@C2-C72 obtained using a double-z basis set

with pseudopotentials for La showed that the high reactivity

of La@C2-C72 toward the dichlorophenyl radical has to be

ascribed to its low ionization potential (IP).48 Indeed, the IP of

La@C2-C72 was the smallest among the reported La@C2n

species. Calculations also pointed out that the addition position

adjacent to the [5,5] bond has a large radical character (high

SOMO spin-density) and local strain (large p-orbital axis

vector, POAV,81–83 pyramidalization angle yp—see Fig. 4 for

definition). It is generally accepted that C atoms having large

pyramidalization angles are more ready to react.84

2 Chemical reactivity of M@C82

Among classical EMFs of the type M@C2n, M@C82 is the

most abundantly produced.4,85 Although many of the rare

earth elements have been encapsulated in C82 cages, the most

commonM@C82 contains a group 3 metal (M= Sc, Y, or La).

M@C82 is formed in two different C82 cages of C2v and Cs

symmetries, the former being about four times more abundant.86

These EMFs have good solubility in organic solvents and

high stability. Then, it is not surprising that M@C2v-C82

(M = La, Y) are among the most studied EMFs from the

point of view of chemical reactivity. The molecular structure

of M@C2v-C82 (M = Y, La, and Gd) is depicted in Fig. 5. As

can be seen, the metal is not located in the center but sits

closely to a 6-MR along the C2-axis. The electronic structure

in this species is formally described as M3+@C2v-C82
3�.87

As to Y@C2v-C82, two studies combining experimental and

theoretical results have been reported to date.52,88 In 2005,

Boltalina et al.52 presented the reaction of Y@C82 with

Fig. 4 Representation of the pyramidalization angle yp. A vector that

equalizes the angles a, b, and d is defined in order to compute the final

pyramidalization angle value (yp = a � 901). It is 01 and 19.471 for sp2

and sp3 centers, respectively.

Fig. 5 Schematic drawing of M@C2v-C82 with atom labels.
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silver(I) trifluoroacetate (AgCF3CO2) to give two diamagnetic

isomers of Y@C82(CF3)5 and other side products. DFT results

(the method used was not specified) were carried out to

elucidate the most probable addition pattern of the five CF3

radicals. Among the 56 possible isomers with 1,4-C6(CF3)2
edge-sharing hexagons studied, the two most stable were

almost isoenergetic and correspond to the C14–C21–C23–

C230–C210 and C4–C11–C14–C21–C23 addition patterns

(see Fig. 5 for atom numbering). They were assigned to the

two NMR characterized isomers. A third one with the addition

pattern C11–C14–C21–C23–C230 was only 3.5 kcal mol�1 less

stable, while the other 53 isomers were at least 12 kcal mol�1 less

stable. More recently, Lu and coworkers88 have analyzed the

photochemical reaction of Y@C2v-C82 with 2-adamantane-2,3-

[3H]-diazirine (AdN2) that produces two different carbene

monoadducts, Y@C2v-C82(Ad) (see Scheme 2). The most

abundant corresponds to the addition to the C1–C2 [6,6] bond

of type B (Fig. 5) and yields an open structure. B3LYP/

3-21GBdz (pseudopotential for Y atom not specified) calculations

indicate that the C1 and C2 carbon atoms have the highest

negative charge densities and the highest POAV values due to

the presence of the Y atom. Interestingly, in a recent work

PBE/L22 calculations were performed to show that the inter-

action of Y and La with the C82 differs significantly from that

of Sc.89

The reactivity of La@C2v-C82 has been discussed in several

works. The formation of carbene derivatives from the photo-

chemical reaction of AdN2 and La@C2v-C82 and La@Cs-C82

(Scheme 2) has been analyzed in two works.90,91 For the

La@C2v-C82 system, the addition took place on the C1 and C2

carbon atoms like in the Y@C2v-C82 species. Similarly to what is

found for this EMF, results obtained at the B3LYP/

6-31G(d)Blan (lan refers to the use of Hay and Wadt pseudo-

potentials92 for the metal atom) level of theory for La@C2v-C82

point out that negative Mulliken charge densities and POAV

values are quite large for these two particular C atoms. Thus, the

electrophilic Ad group attacks these electron-rich and strained

C1 and C2 carbon atoms in the C2v-C82 cage. On the other

hand, the same reaction for La@Cs-C82 gives two isomers.91

B3LYP/6-31G(d)Bsdd//B3LYP/3-21GBlan (sdd stands for the

pseudopotentials of Cao and Dolg93 for the metal) calculations

provided the possible structure of these two isomers. In both

cases, addition occurs on a [6,6] bond of type B close to the La

atom. The attacked C atoms are highly pyramidalized and

have large negative Mulliken charges. In 2005, Maeda and

coworkers45 presented the first reversible and regioselective

Diels–Alder addition of cyclopentadiene (Cp) to La@C2v-C82.

B3LYP/6-31G(d)Blan calculations were used to justify the

higher reactivity of La@C2v-C82 as compared to C60 because

of the more stable LUMO of the former. More recently, Maeda

et al.94 have reported the first regioselective functionalization of

La@C2v-C82 by two different groups, Cp* and Ad, to yield three

isomers of La@C2v-C82(AdCp*). The authors found that the

addition of Cp* takes place at the C21–C23 [5,6] bond, which

according to B3LYP calculations are C atoms with high POAV

values and large positive charges, while the addition of Ad occurs

in the C1–C2 bond or the two sets of the C2–C3 bonds, both

being [6,6] bonds of type B. C1, C2, and C3 are also fairly

strained according to POAV angles and quite negatively charged.

Therefore, the authors concluded that the local strain and charge

density drive the regiochemistry of the La@C2v-C82 derivatives.

Finally, the Bingel–Hirsch reaction represented in Scheme 3 of

La@C2v-C82 has been analyzed in three works by Feng

and coworkers.95–97 In the first one, they found that the

bromomalonate group is added to the cage by a single bond,

so the closed-shell product obtained is not the conventional

Bingel adduct shown in Scheme 3. The X-ray structure pointed

out that the addition site is C23 as shown in Fig. 5 (C8 in the

work by Feng et al.95), the apex between two hexagons and one

pentagon located far from the La atom position.Mulliken charge

densities computed at the B3LYP/6-31G(d)Blan level indicate

that this C23 atom is the most positively charged, while POAV

analysis of the optimized structure shows that the local strain is

the second largest in this carbon atom compared to other

positively charged C atoms. For these two reasons, C23 is

especially suited to suffer nucleophilic attacks. In the second

paper, the authors reported four monoadducts more apart from

that corresponding to the C23 addition site.96 Three of themwere

assigned to additions to C18, C14, and C21 on the basis of

POAV angles and Mulliken charges computed with the B3LYP

Scheme 2 [2+1] Cycloaddition reaction between M@C82 (M = Y and La) and 2-adamantane-2,3-[3H]-diazirine (AdN2).

Scheme 3 [2+1] Bingel–Hirsch cycloaddition reaction between bromomalonate and several EMFs.
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methodology. The fourth one was not assigned but it was

found that it retains the electronic structural characteristics of

La@C2v-C82, and, therefore, it must have the conventional

structure with two newly formed C–C bonds (see Scheme 3).

In 2008, Takano and coworkers87 presented the first

synthesis and isolation of four La@C2v-C82(CH2C6H5)

and four La@C2v-C82(CHClC6H3Cl2) monoadducts obtained

from radical attacks to La@C2v-C82. B3LYP/6-31G(d)Blan//

B3LYP/3-21GBlan calculations show that C10 (Fig. 5), the

addition site determined by X-ray of one of the monoadducts,

and C23 have larger spin densities than other carbon atoms

of La@C2v-C82. The computed relative energies, however,

indicate that the addition site at C2 is the most stable in

contradiction with experimental results. According to the

authors, this result suggests that the radical addition is not

thermodynamically but kinetically controlled.

For the group 4 metal atoms, a PBE/TZVPBdol (dol means

that the Dolg, Stoll, and Preuss pseudopotentials98 were used

for the metal atom) study explaining the reasons of the

preferential bonding site of Ce in Ce@C2v-C82 has been

reported.99 Experimentally, the cerium atom is attached to a

6-MR of type 1 (see Scheme 4) on the C2 axis of the C2v-C82

cage.100 Calculations show that this site favors the chemisorption

of the Ce atom by at least 0.62 eV as compared to other

possible sites. This site has a local symmetry that favors the

interaction of the d-orbitals of Ce and those unoccupied of the

cage. Indeed, the calculated binding energy of the Ce atom in

the C2v-C82 cage is quite large (6.69 eV), 1.59 eV bigger than

that in Ce@C60.
99

As far as the reactivity of Gd@C2v-C82 is concerned,

Akasaka and coworkers101,102 studied its reaction with AdN2

to form Gd@C2v-C82(Ad) and with 1,1,2,2-tetramesityl-1,2-

disilirane to yield Gd@C2v-C82(Mes2Si)2CH2. In the formation

of Gd@C2v-C82(Ad), the addition position of AdN2 is the

same as that of M@C2v-C82 (M = Y and La).88,90 The

selective attack to the C1–C2 [6,6] bond of type B (see

Fig. 3) was ascribed to the large negative Mulliken charge

densities and POAV values on these two carbon atoms

calculated at the B3LYP/6-31G(d)Bcep level of theory (cep

stands for the Cundari–Stevens pseudopotentials103). Therefore,

calculations reveal as said before that the electrophilic

adamantane species generated attacks selectively on the most

electron rich and strained carbon atoms in the cage. B3LYP/

3-21GBcep results indicated that the ionization potential and

electron affinity of Gd@C2v-C82 were much smaller and larger,

respectively, than those for C60 and C70 (see Table 2) implying

that Gd@C2v-C82 is a stronger electron donor and acceptor than

empty fullerenes. As can be seen in Table 2, M@C2v-C82

(M= Sc, Y, La) are neutral radicals which have lower ionization

potentials and higher electron affinities than C60 or C70.
104 The

reactivity of [M@C2v-C82],
0/�1 C60, and C82 towards disilirane

has been found to correlate well with the HOMO/LUMO energy

levels computed with the B3LYP/3-21GBlan method.105

Finally, let us mention here a work by Li et al.106 that analyzes

the addition of a zwitterionic intermediate, formed by the attack

of PPh3 at an acetylene carbon atom, onto Dy@C2v-C82 to

generate a [6,6]-bridged adduct. The authors made use of the

BLYP/DNP methodology to find that this [2+1] cycloaddition

reaction is exothermic by about 16 kcal mol�1. The possible

formation of a [6,6]-fused adduct was also investigated but all

attempts to find this product lead to the [6,6]-bridged adduct.

They concluded that breakage of the attacked C–C bond is

favored by the strain energy release of the otherwise formed

3-MR in the [6,6]-fused adduct and the aromatic stabilization

due to homoconjugation in the [6,6]-bridged product.

3 Chemical reactivity of M2@C72 and M2@C78

For C72 only reactions of La2@D2-C72 (#10611 non-IPR

cage)29,80,107 with AdN2 analogous to that shown in Scheme 2

have been reported.26,108 In the first work by Lu et al.26 six

isomers of La2@D2-C72(Ad) were isolated and characterized.

The X-ray structure of the most abundant isomer has the

addition site of the Ad group at a [5,6] bond junction of type

F next to the [5,5] bonds, in particular to C1 and C2 carbon

atoms (d(C1–C2) = 2.104 Å) of Fig. 6 where the bis-adduct is

represented. Somewhat surprisingly no major isomer was

produced by the addition of Ad to the [5,5] bond junctions,

especially if one takes into account that the C2, C3, C5, and C6

forming the two [5,5] bonds in La2@D2-C72 have the greatest

POAV values and relatively high negative charges according to

the B3LYP/6-311G(d)Blan//B3LYP/3-21GBlan calculations

Scheme 4 The interaction of Ce in Ce@C2v-C82 occurs with a six-

membered ring of type-1.

Table 2 Ionization potentials (IPs) and electron affinities (EAs) in eV
for different fullerenes and endohedral metallofullerenes

IP EA Method Ref.

C60
a 7.78 2.57 B3LYP/3-21GBcep 102

C70 7.64 2.69 B3LYP/3-21GBcep 102
C82 6.96 3.37 B3LYP/3-21GBcep 102
Ih-C80

b 5.27 4.49 B3LYP/6-31G(d)Bcep 111
D5h-C80

b 5.19 4.60 B3LYP/6-31G(d)Bcep 111
Sc@C2v-C82 6.45 3.08 BP86/3-21GBste 177
Y@C2v-C82 6.22 3.20 BP86/3-21GBste 177
La@C2v-C82 6.19 3.22 B3LYP/3-21GBcep 102
Gd@C2v-C82 6.25 3.20 B3LYP/3-21GBcep 102
La2@Ih-C80

b 5.40 4.21 B3LYP/6-31G(d)Blan 115
Ce2@Ih-C80

b 5.38 4.50 B3LYP/6-31G(d)Bcep 111
Ce2@D5h-C80

b 4.95 4.24 B3LYP/6-31G(d)Bcep 111
Sc2@C84

b 6.77 1.38 HF/3-21GBlan 114
Sc3N@Ih-C80

b 5.48 3.14 B3LYP/6-31G(d)Blan 115

a Experimental values are IP = 7.57–7.61 eV and EA =

2.65 eV.178–181 b HOMO and LUMO absolute energies instead of IP

and EA, respectively.
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carried out by the authors.26 Somewhat higher negative charges

and large POAV angles were found for the attacked C1 and C10

(see Fig. 6) carbon atoms. Since Ad acts as an electrophile, it

tends to attack the electron rich C1 and C10 carbon atoms and

then connects to one of the three adjacent carbon atoms leading

to the six obtained isomers. Indeed, it was found that the HOMO

does not have contribution from the [5,5] bonds, while the

LUMO is totally localized on the [5,5] junctions. In the second

work by Lu et al.108 they reported the synthesis, isolation, and

characterization of bis-carbene adduct La2@D2-C72(Ad)2. The

authors were able to distinguish more than fifteen isomers and

isolate seven of them from which the most abundant (shown in

Fig. 6) was characterized by single-crystal X-ray diffraction. As

for the monoadduct, the addition sites correspond to the [5,6]-

bonds of type F adjacent to the [5,5] bonds. These [5,6]-bonds

are clearly more reactive than other sites, as only mono- and

bis-adducts were formed.

In a first publication,109 Cao et al. reported the isolation and

characterization of La2@D3h-C78. The calculated B3LYP/

3-21GBlan binding energy of two La atoms inside D3h-C78

(78:5) was found to be 227 kcal mol�1. Calculations also

pointed out that the La2@D3h-C78 (78:5) EMF (see Fig. 7) is

more stable than the La2@D3h-C78 (78:4) one by 81 kcal mol�1.

Four years later, the reaction of La2@D3h-C78 (78:5) with

AdN2 was performed.110 La2@D3h-C78 reacts thermally and

photochemically with AdN2 leading to a large number of

monoadduct isomers, four out of them were isolated and

characterized. On the basis of 13C and 1H NMR data it was

concluded that the three major isomers had Cs symmetry,

while the symmetry of the last one remained unclear. For one

of the isomers, it was possible to obtain the single-crystal

X-ray structure that shows the addition occurred at a [5,6]

bond of type D in the equator region (C8–C9 bond in Fig. 7).

The length of the [5,6] addition junction in the adduct is

1.806 Å. B3LYP/6-31G(d)Blan//B3LYP/3-21GBlan geometry

optimizations indicated that optimized disorder structures in

which the original La2 axis has been rotated by 901 are 5 and

21 kcal mol�1 less stable than the B3LYP optimized X-ray

structure. This result indicates that La atom motion in

La2@D3h-C78 is somewhat restricted. The computed
13C NMR was found in agreement with the experimental

one. Calculations show that the C1, C2, and C3 atoms (see

Fig. 7) in the so-called polar region have the largest POAV

angles and negative charge densities, and, therefore it is likely

that some of the isomers obtained correspond to the addition

at the [5,6] and [6,6] bonds in this region.110 Another region

with high POAV values and negative charge densities is the

one formed by C4 to C7 in the equator belt. So, addition to

these carbon atoms cannot be ruled out either.

4 Chemical reactivity of M2@C80

The reactivity of M2@C80 has been the most analyzed among

X2@C2n EFs. The C80 cage in M2@C80 can be found in two

isomers of Ih and D5h symmetries (see Fig. 8). The D5h isomer

is converted to the Ih one by cutting it along the horizontal

mirror plane, rotating the top half by 361, and reattaching the

top to the bottom. NMRmeasurements show that in Ce2@C80

the two Ce atoms rotate three-dimensionally inside the Ih cage

(the same happens in La2@Ih-C80) and two-dimensionally

along the band of ten contiguous hexagons in the D5h cage.
111

BLYP/3-21GBlan calculations indicate that the random

circular motion of the two La atoms in La2@Ih-C80 is

restricted to a two-dimensional motion along the central body

of Ih-C80 when some electron-donating molecules such as

disilirane are attached exohedrally to the cage.112,113

In 1995, Akasaka et al. reported the synthesis of the first

adducts of La2@Ih-C80
114 obtained by the photochemical and

thermal reaction with 1,1,2,2-tetramesityl-1,2-disilirane to

yield La2@Ih-C80(Mes2Si)2CH2. The authors also achieved

the same reaction with Sc2@C84 but only photochemically.

The LUMO energy level of La2@Ih-C80 obtained at the

HF/3-21GBlan level is 1–2 eV lower than that of Sc2@C84

and those of the most common empty fullerenes (see Table 2).

Fig. 6 Schematic representation of the open fulleroid La2@C72Ad2.

Each Ad radical is attached to a [5,6] type F bond (1–2 and 4–5)

situated next to the [5,5] bonds (2–3 and 5–6, marked in lilac).

Fig. 7 Schematic representation of La2@D3h-C78 with atom labels.

Fig. 8 Representation of Sc3N@Ih-C80 and Sc3N@D5h-C80.

Pentagonal rings have been marked for comparison. The D5h isomer

of Sc3N@C80 presents the highly reactive [6,6] pyracylene type A

bonds, while Sc3N@Ih-C80 has [6,6] type B bonds.
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The higher LUMO level of Sc2@C84 explains the lack of

thermal reaction in these EMFs, similarly to what happens

with Sc3N@C80
115 (vide infra) and at variance with

La2@Ih-C80 and also with La@C82
40 and Gd@C82

(vide supra) that have an even lower LUMO energy and also

react thermally with 1,1,2,2-tetramesityl-1,2-disilirane. This

gives support to the hypothesis that the thermal addition of

disilirane is initiated by electron transfer to EMFs with strong

electron–acceptor character. La2@Ih-C80 was found to be a

stronger electron acceptor than La@C82.
116 B3LYP/

6-31G(d)Bcep calculations show that Ce2@D5h-C80 has a

LUMO with a lower energy than that of Ce2@Ih-C80 (see

Table 2).111 In line with this result Ce2@D5h-C80 reacts

photochemically and thermally with 1,1,2,2-tetramesityl-1,2-

disilirane to give mono- and bis-adducts.111 It is worth

mentioning that Kobayashi and coworkers112 carried

out B3LYP/3-21GBlan calculations on a model of the

La2@Ih-C80(Mes2Si)2CH2 adduct in which the mesityl groups

were substituted by H atoms to show that the three-

dimensional random motion of the two La atoms in the

La2@Ih-C80 EMF is restricted by energy barriers of about

20 kcal mol�1 to a circular two-dimensional motion when the

disilirane group is attached to the outer surface of the

Ih-C80 cage.

Yamada and coworkers117 studied the formation of the

endohedral pyrrolidinodimetallofullerene La2@Ih-C80(CH2)2NTrt

(Trt = triphenylmethyl) obtained through a Prato reaction.118

Two isomers in relation 4 : 1 were obtained. 1H and 13C NMR

data put forward that the major isomer corresponds to the

[6,6] addition and the minor one to the [5,6] addition to the C80

cage. The small 139La NMR line-width change with temperature

suggests that the two La atoms do not circulate inside the cage

of the major isomer. For this [6,6] isomer, the La–La axis is

neither collinear nor perpendicular but slanted with respect to

the pyrrolidine ring formed. The B3LYP electrostatic potential

map of the [6,6] major adduct shows a minimum on the mirror

plane of the C80 cage in the exact location of one of the La3+

cations. The other La3+ is located far away to reduce

electrostatic repulsions. For the [5,6] isomer, the electrostatic

potential is quite flat suggesting possible free rotation of the

two La atoms. This hypothesis was not confirmed in a

subsequent paper, where the authors reported the synthesis,

isolation, and characterization of the [6,6] and [5,6] adducts of

M2@Ih-C80(CH2)2NTrt (M = La, Ce).119 1H and 13C NMR

data indicated that the two metals were fixed for both the [6,6]

and [5,6] attacks. The difference was that the La–La axis had a

slantwise position in the [6,6] adduct while it was collinear with

the pyrrolidine ring for the [5,6] adduct. The electrostatic

potential maps computed with the B3LYP/6-31G(d)Blan

method confirmed the qualitative picture obtained in the

previous work.117

The photochemical reaction of M2@Ih-C80 (M = La, Ce)

with AdN2 equivalent to that depicted in Scheme 2 was

reported in 2008 by Yamada and coworkers.120 The X-ray

structure of the M2@Ih-C80(Ad) adduct revealed that the

addition occurred over a [6,6] bond of type B that breaks to

give an open structure (the distance between the two attacked

carbon atoms is 2.166 Å). The two La atoms are found to be

collinear with the adduct’s spiro carbon atom. The electrostatic

potential map of the M2@Ih-C80(Ad) species obtained at the

B3LYP/6-31G(d)Blan level of theory shows a minimum near

the bottom of the cage thus explaining why one metal atom is

located near this minimum and the other is far away close to

the spiro carbon to reduce the electrostatic repulsion between

the two metal atoms with a formal charge of +3. B3LYP/

6-31G(d)Blan geometry optimizations of the X-ray structure

and of the same structure with the La2 axis rotated by 901

show that the two-dimensional rotation is considerably

hindered (by more than 20 kcal mol�1). The most stable

optimized structure is the one obtained starting from the

X-ray structure and it has the longest La–La distance which

helps to stabilize it by minimizing the electrostatic La–La

repulsion.

D. Reactivity of M3N@C2n

The production of endohedral compounds such as Sc3N@C80,

Sc3N@C78 or Sc3N@C68 in high yields using the so-called

trimetallic nitride template (TNT) process led to the organic

functionalization of these fascinating molecules.121 Since then,

TNT endohedral metallofullerenes have been involved in a

wide range of reactions, i.e. cycloadditions, Bingel–Hirsch

cyclopropanations, halo/hydrogenations, photochemical and

radical processes. The exploration of the exohedral reactivity

of TNT endohedral compounds has been mainly focused on

the archetypal compound Sc3N@C80 and its related derivatives

presenting other TNT clusters encapsulated inside. This is not

that surprising considering that Sc3N@C80 corresponds to the

third most abundant fullerene structure after C60 and C70.
25

The exohedral functionalization of other TNT endohedral

compounds presenting other isomers of the C80 cage or even

smaller cages such as C68 and C78 has also been investigated

experimentally and theoretically. Hereafter, the computational

studies as well as the mixed experimental–theoretical

investigations that have been published in the literature on

M3N@C2n are reviewed in depth.

1 Cycloaddition reactions

[4+2] Cycloaddition reactions: the Diels–Alder and 1,3-dipolar

cycloadditions. Among cycloadditions, the Diels–Alder and

1,3-dipolar reactions have become the most important

methods for obtaining six- and five-membered exohedral rings,

respectively (see Scheme 1). Actually, these two reactions

correspond to the most straightforward procedures for

fullerene functionalization. The theoretical studies involving

cycloaddition reactions on M3N@Cx (x = 80, 78, and 68) are

henceforth reviewed.

Cycloaddition reactions on M3N@C80. In 2002, the Diels–

Alder reaction was successfully produced for the first time

on Sc3N@Ih-C80 (see Scheme 5).122 The crystallographic

characterization of the first Diels–Alder adduct performed

on an endohedral metallofullerene indicated that a symmetric

adduct was obtained after reaction with 6,7-dimethoxy-

isochroman-3-one.123 The addition was shown to occur on

the corannulene-type [5,6] bonds. Campanera et al.124 performed

theoretical calculations that correctly describe the reactive

exohedral sites of Sc3N@C80 for the Diels–Alder reaction.
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Based on these studies, the most reactive sites were those with

high Mayer Bond Orders (MBOs)125 and high pyramidaliza-

tion angles.82,83 The geometry of the DA adduct was similar to

that found for the reaction on C60, where the usual reactive

bonds are the pyracylene-type [6,6] bonds. It should be men-

tioned here that the Ih isomer of C80 does not possess the

reactive pyracylene-type A bonds (see Fig. 8).

The isomerization from the [6,6] to the [5,6] regioisomer was

observed in the case of the 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition

adduct Y3N@(N-ethylpyrrolidino–C80) (Prato reaction, see

Scheme 6).126,127 This was also indeed the case for

the N-ethylazomethine ylide addition to Er3N@C80.
126

Theoretical calculations at BP86/TZ2P for the

Y3N@(N-ethylpyrrolidino–C80) indicated that the isomerization

process takes place through a pirouette-kind of mechanism

instead of involving the retro-cycloaddition reaction from the

[6,6] adduct.128 In addition to that, the theoretical exploration

of the 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition involving M3N@Ih-C80

(M = Sc, Y) indicated that the relative stability of the [5,6]

regioisomer versus the [6,6] is decreased when substituting

scandium by yttrium.128 The activation barrier corresponding

to the [6,6] addition on Y3N@C80 was found to be smaller

than that of the [5,6] (DEz is 3.9 kcal mol�1 for [5,6] and

0.4 kcal mol�1 for [6,6] at BP86/TZP). In contrast, in the case

of Sc3N@C80 the activation barrier for the [5,6] addition was

slightly lower than for the [6,6] (DEz is 1.7 kcal mol�1 and

2.3 kcal mol�1 for the [5,6] and [6,6] addition, respectively, at

the same level of theory).

The Diels–Alder reaction on the D5h isomer of C80 in

Sc3N@C80 and Lu3N@C80, and 1,3-dipolar cycloadditions

to the Sc3N@D5h-C80 indicated a higher reactivity of the D5h

isomer as compared to the Ih.
129 The latter increase on the

reactivity was explained in terms of the HOMO–LUMO

energy gaps for both isomers.129 The LUMO orbitals of the

D5h isomer of Sc3N@C80 and Lu3N@C80 are comparable to

those of the Ih one, whereas a major destabilization of the

HOMOs for the D5h isomer is produced. LUMOs energies are

usually more sensitive to the TNT encapsulated inside,

whereas HOMO levels are more sensitive to the structure

and symmetry of the fullerene carbon cage. The D5h isomer

was shown to be 21.1 kcal mol�1 less stable at PBE/TZ2P than

the corresponding Ih.
29 Interestingly, the D5h isomer presents

the reactive pyracylene-type [6,6] bonds (the most reactive

bond in the case of C60) (see Fig. 8). The 1,3-dipolar cyclo-

addition reaction performed on Sc3N@D5h-C80 using

N-triphenylmethyl-5-oxazolidinone (see Scheme 7) yielded

two possible monoadducts.129 The NMR spectrum for

the thermodynamically stable cycloadduct was consistent

with reaction at the pyracylene type [6,6] bond. The other

regioisomer obtained corresponding to the addition to an

asymmetric [6,6] bond was partially converted after heat

treatment to other unidentified monoadducts.

A combined theoretical and experimental investigation on

the change of regioselectivity for the 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition

and a series of gadolinium and scandium mixed endohedral

Scheme 5 [4+2] Diels–Alder reaction between Sc3N@Ih-C80 and 6,7-dimethoxyisochroman-3-one.

Scheme 6 1,3-Dipolar cycloaddition (Prato) reaction using

N-ethylazomethine ylide as a dipole.

Scheme 7 1,3-Dipolar cycloaddition reaction of Sc3N@D5h-C80 and Sc3N@D3h-C78 with N-triphenylmethyl-5-oxazolidinone.
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metallofullerenes (ScxGd(3�x)N@C80) was performed in

2007.130 The regioselectivity of the reaction was changed upon

introduction of gadolinium atoms. The [5,6] product was the

major adduct in Sc3N@C80, Sc2GdN@C80, ScGd2N@C80,

however the [6,6] adduct was also obtained in minor quantities

for Sc2GdN@C80 and ScGd2N@C80. Finally, the [6,6]

regioisomer was the major cycloaddition product in the case

of Gd3N@C80. Interestingly, the thermal treatment of the

final products led to the partial or total isomerization of

the [6,6] adducts formed in the case of Sc2GdN@C80

and ScGd2N@C80 to the [5,6] regioisomers, respectively.

Experimental and theoretical findings at the PBE/DNP level

showed that the difference in stability between [6,6] and [5,6]

products in the case of ScGd2N@C80 is very small (the [5,6]

adduct is just 2.3 kcal mol�1 more stable than [6,6]). This

energy difference ranges from 11.7 to �0.4 kcal mol�1 along

the series Sc3N@C80 > Sc2GdN@C80 > ScGd2N@C80 >

Gd3N@C80 (see Table 3).

Cycloaddition reactions on M3N@C78 and M3N@C68. The

synthesis and characterization of the first N-tritylpyrrolidino

derivative of Sc3N@C78 utilizing the Prato reaction was

successfully produced in 2007 (see Scheme 7).131 On the basis

of NMR spectra and DFT calculations, Cai and coworkers

concluded that the two monoadducts obtained corresponded

to the addition to two different type B [6,6] bonds (called c–f

and b–d). The X-ray diffraction of one of the obtained

compounds (c–f addition) confirmed that the 1,3-dipole was

attached to a type B [6,6] bond.131 Campanera and coworkers

gave some clues about the possible addition sites in Sc3N@C78

on the basis of the reactivity patterns observed for the related

endohedral compound Sc3N@Ih-C80.
124 According to their

predictions, one pyracylene [6,6] bond together with two [6,6]

type B bonds might correspond to the preferred addition

sites as they exhibit the highest MBOs and relatively high

pyramidalization angles. However, in 2008 Osuna et al.

reported for the first time a full comparison of the exohedral

reactivity of the free D3h-C78:5 and its endohedral derivative

Sc3N@D3h-C78.
132 The Diels–Alder [4+2] cycloaddition

reaction was studied in all non-equivalent bonds of the

fullerene structures (see Fig. 9) from both thermodynamic

and kinetic point of views. A profound change in the

exohedral reactivity was observed as the preferred addition

site for the free cage was shown to be over a [5,6] bond (called

b, see Fig. 9) and a pyracylenic [6,6] bond (called 1), whereas

for the endohedral derivative it was a [6,6] type B bond (called

6) situated far away from the scandium atoms. Therefore, a

large deactivation of those bonds close to the Sc3N cluster was

found. Moreover, both the exothermicity and the kinetics

showed a significant reduction in reactivity for the endohedral

compound as compared to the empty fullerene cage. Results

also show that the reaction energy differences among the

different attacks are reduced in Sc3N@C78, thus indicating a

reduction of the regioselectivity of the reaction due to Sc3N

encapsulation. The reactivity patterns obtained in the study of

the kinetics and thermodynamics of the attacks on the differ-

ent bonds do not fully correlate with the predictions based on

bond lengths, pyramidalization angles, and LUMOs shapes

and energies. However, the combination of short bond

lengths, high pyramidalization angles, and appropriate shape

of some of the LUMOs seemed to provide a good criterion for

chemical-reactivity predictions.132

A change in the regioselectivity of the Diels–Alder reaction

was also observed for the different metal based endohedral

fullerenes X3N@D3h-C78 (X = Sc, Y) in a subsequent study

by OSS (see Fig. 10).133 Interestingly, the preferred addition

site for Y3N@D3h-C78 was found to be over the type D [5,6]

bond (called d, see Fig. 9) situated close to one of the yttrium

atoms and exhibiting one of the largest C–C bond distances.

The latter is of significance as it corresponds to the first case of

Table 3 PBE/DNP computed reaction energies (in kcal mol�1) for
the formation of [5,6] and [6,6] regioisomers of ScxGd(3�x)N@Ih-C80

(x = 0 to 3). The difference in stability between both regioisomers
(DE, in kcal mol�1) is also represented (from ref. 130)

Sc3N@C80 GdSc2N@C80 Gd2ScN@C80 Gd3N@C80

[6,6]-Adduct �34.1 �38.2 �43.8 �46.2
[5,6]-Adduct �45.8 �46.9 �46.1 �45.8
DE 11.7 8.7 2.3 �0.4

Fig. 9 The different non-equivalent bonds of Sc3N@D3h-C78 are

represented, numbers are used to denote [6,6] bonds whereas

non-capital letters to indicate [5,6] bonds. Different colors represent

the different bond-types, i.e. pink is for [6,6] type A, green for [6,6]

type B, orange for [6,6] type C, and blue for [5,6] type D.

Fig. 10 Representation of the activation barriers (in kcal mol�1)

corresponding to the addition of 1,3-cis-butadiene to all non-equivalent

bonds (1–7, and a–f) of D3h-C78 (blue), Sc3N@D3h-C78 (pink), and

Y3N@D3h-C78 (green).
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cycloaddition reaction where the most stable addition is expected

to be over an extremely long C–C bond. This preference for

reacting with extremely long C–C bonds was attributed to two

different factors. First, the D3h-C78 cage is highly deformed and

the fullerene strain is partially released after reaction with those

bonds situated close to the yttrium atoms. Second, the Y3N

cluster encapsulated inside the relatively small D3h-C78 cage is

forced to adopt a pyramidal structure, while after the reaction a

more planar configuration of the TNT unit can be adopted,

thanks to the additional space gained.

The most stable cage for encapsulating the large Y3N cluster

is however the non-IPR C2-C78: 22010 (numbering of the C78

isomers follows Fowler–Manolopoulos numbering scheme134),

where the TNT unit can adopt a planar configuration.135

Among the bonds studied by OSS, the preferred addition site

corresponded to the addition to the type E [5,5] bond which is

only present in non-IPR structures. Interestingly, the same

reactivity pattern was observed for Sc3N@C2-C78 and C2-C78,

indicating that in the case of this non-IPR C2-C78 cage the

nature of the metal cluster encapsulated does not rule the

exohedral reactivity of the cage. Previously, Campanera

and coworkers had predicted on the basis of MBOs and

pyramidalization angles a very low reactivity for the type E

[5,5] bonds of another non-IPR endohedral metallofullerene,

i.e. Sc3N@C68.
124 They found that no C–C bond presented a

significantly high and different MBO to predict the most

reactive addition site for Sc3N@C68, and thus they concluded

that specific calculations were needed. The second study by

OSS (on C2-C78) filled this void and showed actually the

opposite behavior as was to be expected from the MBO values.

These MBO values and pyramidalization angles seem to be

therefore inadequate predictors for reactivity, as was already

shown by OSS in their first study (vide supra). It is worth

noting here that the Cl-substituents in C50Cl10 and H in C64H4

were added exclusively to the carbons of [5,5] ring

junctions.136,137 The high reactivity of the [5,5] bonds in

non-IPR endohedral metallofullerenes is not unexpected due

to the high surface curvature of these bonds. However, this is

in sharp contrast with the fact that the most reactive bonds in

La@C72 and La2@C72 are the [5,6] bonds adjacent to the [5,5]

bonds.26,48,108 As mentioned before, theoretical calculations

have shown that in these systems the [5,5] junctions are

stabilized by the encaged metals.26,48

[2+1] Cycloaddition reaction: the Bingel–Hirsch reaction.

The [2+1] cycloaddition of bromodiethylmalonate in the

presence of a base such as 1,8-diazabicyclo[5.4.0]-undec-

7-ene (i.e. the Bingel–Hirsch reaction) yields extremely stable

cycloadducts (see Scheme 3). Using this procedure several

TNT endohedral fullerenes were functionalized. It is interesting

to remark that under the same experimental conditions used

for Y3N@C80,
138 Er3N@C80,

126 Sc3N@C78,
139 and

Sc3N@C68
140 the archetypal Sc3N@C80 does not react, thus

giving clear evidence of its lower reactivity,141 as found

also in the computational study by OSS on the Diels–Alder

cycloaddition reaction of 1,3-butadiene to X3N@D3h-C78

(X = Sc, Y).133

The Bingel–Hirsch reaction was performed on Y3N@Ih-C80

in 2007 by Lukoyanova and coworkers.138 The crystallographic

characterization of Y3N@C80C(CO2–CH2Ph)2 indicated that an

open fulleroid structure with one of the yttrium atoms facing

towards the attacked bond was obtained (see Fig. 11). DFT

calculations at the BP86/TZ2P level predicted as the most stable

isomer structure an open [6,6] cycloaddition adduct in excellent

agreement with the experimental data (the error between the

computed and the experimental distances was less than

0.03 Å). The rest of the considered orientational isomers were

much higher in energy (>17 kcal mol�1). This substantially

high difference in energy among all considered isomers

indicated that although in the initial fullerene structure the

TNT unit rotates freely, after reaction the metal cluster

rotation is partially hindered. For the free Ih-C80 cage, the

theoretical calculations indicated that a change in the regio-

selectivity of the addition was produced, as the preferred

isomer corresponded to the addition to a [5,6] bond

(ca. 6 kcal mol�1). Interestingly, the C–C bond distance of

the attacked bond was lengthened up toB1.6 Å andB2.2 Å for

Ih-C80 and Y3N@C80, respectively. The formation of this open

adduct was attributed to the interaction of the metal with the

carbon cage and the deformation energy of the fullerene.

The electronic structure of different Y3N@Ih-C80 malonate

fulleroids presenting distinct substituents (dyads) in one of the

two terminal carbon atoms of the malonate group was

experimentally assessed and theoretically described by means

of DFT calculations.142 It was observed that those derivatives

presenting very good electron-donor groups as substituents

showed higher HOMO energies than the corresponding pristine

compound Y3N@Ih-C80 or the unsubstituted functionalized

fulleroid structures. In contrast, the LUMO energies were

practically unchanged.

The Bingel–Hirsch cycloaddition reaction on the scandium

based compound Sc3N@C80 was experimentally achieved

using carbon radicals generated from diethyl malonate and

catalyzed by manganese(III) acetate.143 Both experimental

NMR spectroscopy and theoretical calculations indicated

that the two monoadducts formed corresponded to open

Fig. 11 Representation of the open fulleroid Y3N@C80C(CO2–CH2Ph)2
which presents one of the yttrium atoms facing towards the attacked bond.
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[6,6]-methano adducts. Geometry optimizations carried out at

the B3LYP/3-21G(d)Blan level showed that closed [6,6]

structures were energetically unstable and always led to open

methano compounds. In addition to that, DFT calculations

revealed that [6,6] open adducts presented larger HOMO–

LUMO gaps than the corresponding [5,6] regioisomers.

The distance of the attacked C–C bond of the fullerene

(ca. 2.19 Å) was close to the crystallographic values for

Y3N@C80C(CO2CH2Ph)2 (ca. 2.30 Å). The scandium atoms in

the minimized structures were also found to be facing the

attacked bond.

The Bingel–Hirsch reaction of Sc3N@C78 and diethyl

bromomalonate yielded one monoadduct and one dominant

symmetric bisadduct, both of which corresponded to the same

type B [6,6] addition.139 In contrast with the cyclopropanation

reaction on Y3N@Ih-C80, a ‘‘closed’’ cyclopropyl structure

was suggested on the basis of 1H NMR. The high regio-

selectivity was attributed to the highest LUMO surface

electron density value for the attacked bond, which was likely

to be the preferred addition site for nucleophilic attacks.

Finally, the cycloaddition reaction was performed on the

non-IPR endohedral metallofullerene Sc3N@C68.
140 13C-NMR

calculations were performed at B3LYP/3-21G(d)Blan level in

order to clarify the identity of the synthesized adduct. By

comparing the theoretical chemical shifts with the experimental

findings they predicted as the preferred addition site for the

addition of the malonate group a type B [6,6] bond. This

preference was also supported by the highest LUMO surface

electron densities mainly located at three distinct type B

[6,6] bonds.

2 Radical reactions

Apart from the previously mentioned Bingel–Hirsch reaction

performed on Sc3N@Ih-C80 using carbon radicals, trifluoro-

methylated endohedral metallofullerenes were also isolated,

purified and characterized in 2007 by Shustova and coworkers.144

They obtained CF3 derivatives of both isomers of the Sc3N@C80

cage, i.e. Sc3N@Ih-C80 and Sc3N@D5h-C80 (see Fig. 12).

Although the difference in reactivity between these Ih and D5h

cages was found to be profound in the case of the Diels–Alder

and 1,3-dipolar reactions, the trifluoromethylation was performed

at the same rate at approximately 520 1C. DFT calculations were

performed to shed some light on the orientation of the scandium

atoms of the Sc3N cluster. The most stable structures presented

two out of the three scandium atoms facing the carbon cage atom

situated in para to each of the cage C(CF3) atoms. The main

difference between the two preferred structures relied on the

position of the third scandium atom, and the energy difference

between them was less than 0.5 kcal mol�1. The other computed

structures where only one of the scandium atoms was facing the

carbon cage atom para to a C(CF3) group were 3.1–5.0 kcal

mol�1 less favorable, whereas the rest of the considered cases were

found to be 6.2–15.6 kcal mol�1 higher in energy. They finally

concluded by analogy to the results obtained for the Ih-C80 cage

that two scandium atoms were also facing the carbon

atoms situated in para to the sp3 C(CF3) in the case of

Sc3N@D5h-C80(CF3)2.

3 Hydrogenation and halogenation reactions

The stability of hydrogenated and halogenated derivatives of

the Ih-C80 cage and Sc3N@Ih-C80 was predicted by means of

DFT calculations.145 It was found that once the first halogen

or hydrogen atom is attached to the fullerene surface, further

additions are basically preferred close to those C–C bonds that

already have undergone halo/hydrogenation. Of course, the

most stable isomers for the free cage, i.e. C80Hx (x = 16, 36,

44, 48, 52), were those where the addition pattern preserved

some aromatic benzenoid rings on the fullerene surface. The

hydrogenation binding energies (HBE) for C80H2 and C80H44

(which presents six isolated benzenoid rings) were practically

unchanged (�1.25 and �1.08 eV, respectively), whereas higher
hydrogenation and fluorination led to a decrease of the HBE

(for instance it was only �0.06 eV for C80H80). This finding

concurred with the maximum addition levels of 52 for C60 and

C70.
146,147 In the case of the endohedral metallofullerene

Sc3N@Ih-C80, the Sc3N unit is planar in the initial reactant,

however it adopts a pyramidal configuration in most of the

hydrogenated compounds. The addition of hydrogen and

fluorine was found to be less favored on Sc3N@Ih-C80 than

on the free cage as a consequence of the formal charge transfer

of six electrons from the Sc3N unit to the fullerene structure

(for instance the HBE for Sc3N@C80H44 was �0.64 eV, but

�1.08 eV for C80H44). BP86/DZP calculations by Campanera

et al.145 indicated that the hydrogenation of Sc3N@Ih-C80 is

more difficult than the corresponding partner, Ih-C80.

4 Photochemical derivatization

Photochemical processes are extremely useful as they can be

applied for the functionalization of less-reactive species by

producing highly reactive free radicals. However, the photo-

chemical derivatization of highly reactive compounds is usually

not easily controlled. Hereafter, the theoretical studies that have

been carried out involving photochemical reactions are reviewed.

Reaction with benzyl radicals. The reaction of Sc3N@Ih-C80

with photochemically generated benzyl radicals was produced

in high yields and high regioselectivity (see Scheme 8).148 The

obtained dibenzyl adducts Sc3N@Ih-C80(CH2C6H5)2 were

characterized using 1H and 13C NMR, X-ray crystallographic

analysis, and DFT calculations. Among the four possible

addition sites (i.e. 1,2-addition on a [6,6] or [5,6] bond and

1,4-addition on [666] or [566] junctions), the 1,2-adduct on a

[6,6] bond and the 1,4 on the [566] junction were ruled

out on the basis of the 1H spectrum. The experimental

Fig. 12 Representation of CF3 derivatives of both isomers of the

Sc3N@C80 cage, i.e. Sc3N@Ih-C80 and Sc3N@D5h-C80. The most stable

structures present two out of the three scandium atoms facing the carbon

cage atom situated in para to each of the cage C(CF3) atoms.
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13C NMR spectrum was compared to the simulated spectra at

OPBE/6-311G for both possible isomers. The computed spectrum

corresponding to the isomer where the benzyl radicals were

attached in a 1,4-addition to the [566] junction was in close

agreement with the experimentally obtained spectrum. It was

found that OLYP and OPBE methods with relatively large

basis sets provide a good estimate of the effect of p-stacking on
NMR spectra. However, B3LYP was found to perform better

for describing the chemical shifts of sp3-hybridized carbon

atoms. The DFT calculations also revealed that the preferred

isomer according to NMR calculations presented a larger

HOMO–LUMO gap and was thermodynamically more favor-

able by 10.4 kcal mol�1. Finally, the X-ray crystallographic

analysis unambiguously confirmed that the obtained product

corresponded to the 1,4-addition of Sc3N@Ih-C80.

Reaction with disiliranes. The reactivity of the Sc3N@Ih-C80

cage towards 1,1,2,2-tetrakis(2,4,6-trimethylphenyl)-1,2-

disilirane (see Scheme 8) was investigated both thermally

and photochemically.115 In contrast with the endohedral

La2@C80 which reacted thermally and photochemically, the

reaction on the Sc3N@Ih-C80 cage was only possible photo-

chemically. This lower reactivity found for Sc3N@Ih-C80 was

rationalized in terms of the HOMO and LUMO levels (see

Table 2). Although both La2@C80 and Sc3N@Ih-C80 have

approximately the same HOMO energies, the LUMO of the

scandium based compound is substantially higher in energy.

Moreover, the LUMO of Sc3N@Ih-C80 is localized on the

fullerene cage but also on the Sc3N unit, whereas for La2@C80

the orbital contributions are mainly located on the La3+

cations. In 2006, Wakahara and coworkers characterized using

NMR and single X-ray crystallographic analysis the bis-

silylated compound formed in the photochemical reaction of

Sc3N@Ih-C80 with 1,1,2,2-tetramesityl-1,2-disilirane.149 The
1H NMR spectrum showed that two regiosiomers were obtained,

one corresponding to the 1,2-addition and the other to the 1,4

one. Interestingly, the 1,2-adduct was isomerized thermally to the

1,4-regioisomer, thus indicating that the 1,2 addition was favored

kinetically but 1,4 thermodynamically. It was found that the

1,4-adduct was composed of two twist conformers of the

disilirane moiety, whose difference in stability was experimentally

estimated to be 0.2 kcal mol�1 according to the Boltzmann

distribution. DFT calculations at B3LYP/6-31G(d)Blan pointed

out that the latter two conformers were almost isoenergetic (the

difference in energy was 0.6 kcal mol�1). Different orientations of

the Sc3N cluster inside the cage were also considered for both

twist conformers. Interestingly, the differences in energies between

the orientational isomers were found to be substantially high, thus

suggesting that the rotation of the Sc3N cluster in the bis-silylated

compounds is hindered. Moreover, the silylated Sc3N@C80

compound presented a smaller HOMO–LUMO gap as compared

to the pristine Sc3N@C80, as a consequence of the increase of the

HOMO levels caused by the electron-donating group.

Dimerization reaction. A detailed (spectro)electrochemical

and theoretical study of the redox behavior of the non-IPR

endohedral metallofullerene Sc3N@C68 was performed by Rapta

and coworkers.150 The spin density distribution in [Sc3N@C68]
�+

and [Sc3N@C68]
�� at B3LYP/6-311G(d)//PBE/TZ2P indicated

that the unpaired spin was delocalized on the fullerene cage. The

changes in the Vis-NIR absorption spectra observed during the

electrochemical reduction and oxidation of Sc3N@C68 were

rationalized using TD-DFT calculations. A double-square

reaction scheme was proposed to explain the observed redox

reaction at cationic potentials involving the reversible

dimerization of the Sc3N@C68 monoanion. The formation of

the dimer compound was theoretically investigated at the DFT

level of theory. The most stable dimer compound presented the

two monomers attached through those atoms that exhibited the

highest contribution to the spin density. Among all considered

[Sc3N@C68]2 structures, the preferred isomer had indeed the

largest HOMO–LUMO gap (1.0 eV).

E. Miscellaneous

Few reactivity studies have been devoted to the metal carbide

or oxide endohedral metallofullerenes. In 2007, Iiduka et al.151

synthesized Sc2C2@C82(Ad) from the reaction of Sc2C2@C82

(isomer III) with 2-adamantane-2,3-[3H]-diazirine. The

product corresponds to the addition to a [5,6]-bond and has

an opened structure. The most stable structure of Sc2C2@C82

calculated at the B3LYP/6-31G(d)Bcep level is the same as

that found in the X-ray structure of Sc2C2@C82(Ad).

The relatively large HOMO–LUMO gap calculated

for Sc2C2@C82 of 2.01 eV justifies the low reactivity of

Sc2C2@C82 towards disilirane.
114

Scheme 8 Photochemical derivatization using either benzyl radicals to obtain dibenzyl adducts Sc3N@Ih-C80(CH2C6H5)2, or 1,1,2,2-

tetrakis(2,4,6-trimethylphenyl)-1,2-disilirane to have the bis-silylated Sc3N@Ih-C80(Si2CH2(Mes2)2).
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F. Critical assessment of the present

computational methods for calculating the reactivity

of fullerenes and nanotubes

The number of theoretical studies that focus on EFs compounds

has significantly increased in the last decade, and as a result of

these efforts standard levels of theory evolved in the course of

time. It is appropriate to make a critical assessment of the

accuracy of the theoretical approaches which are presently

employed for calculating EFs compounds. DFT is the general

method of choice because the GGA, meta-GGA, and hybrid

exchange and correlation functionals give results which have a

comparable and frequently even higher accuracy than ab initio

calculations, but at a lower computational cost. Most of the

calculations performed to date to discuss the reactivity of

EMFs use the B3LYP method152–154 in combination with a

3-21G or 6-31G(d) basis set of Pople’s group155 and pseudo-

potentials for the metal atoms. In this case, the inner core

electrons are replaced by a pseudopotential or effective core

potential (ECP). One important point concerns the size of the

ECP, i.e. the number of electrons that are described by the

core potential. There are different types of ECPs and their

performance in transition metal chemistry has been reviewed

by Frenking and coworkers.156 In our opinion, however, there

is still a need for a comprehensive study of their performance

in providing reliable reaction energies and energy barriers in

EMFs. Some of us have recently discussed the failure of

pseudopotentials for the calculation of reliable spin-state

splittings.157 In general, we have shown that there is not a

good convergence behavior of the pseudopotential results with

the increase of the basis set at variance with what is found

using full STO or GTO basis sets.157 Therefore, it will be

highly interesting to make an analogous analysis of the

performance of pseudopotentials for the theoretical study of

the reactivity of EMFs.

In other cases, full calculations (with or without the frozen

core158 and Zero Order Regular Approximation, ZORA159,160)

with double or triple-z basis sets are done. These are probably
the most reliable calculations performed to date for EMFs.

The problem is that they are still substantially CPU time-

consuming. An alternative approach is the use of the ONIOM

approach161,162 combining the B3LYP method or similar with

a valence double or triple-z basis set for the high level layer

(for instance a pyracylene fragment of the studied fullerene)

and a LDA functional with a minimal basis set for the low

level calculations. This method has been shown to produce

excellent results for the Diels–Alder reaction of C60 with

cyclopentadiene.163 Some of us have also tried QM/MM

approaches but in general the results are less satisfactory than

those obtained with the ONIOM approach, probably because

of the lack of adequate force fields to treat the C–C bonds in

fullerenes with C atoms that are neither sp2 nor sp3 hybridized

but something in between.

A quite important effect that has not been considered yet in

any of the calculations performed in EMFs to date is the effect

of dispersion. We have recently shown that inclusion of

dispersion effects with Grimme’s method164–166 by, for

instance, changing B3LYP by B3LYP-D, can have a huge

effect on reaction energies and energy barriers with reductions

of about 15 to 20 kcal mol�1 in the case of the Diels–Alder

reaction of C60 with cyclopentadiene.167 Thus, we have proven

that dispersion corrections are compulsory if one wants to get

energy differences close to the experimental ones. Indeed, there

are many examples168–176 of experimental reactions with

computed high barriers that are likely to be overestimated

because of the lack of dispersion interactions. However, it is

also expected that, in studies comparing the reactivities of the

different bonds in a given EMF, corrections due to dispersion

effects will affect similarly the different bonds studied, so the

conclusions obtained should not be altered in a significant way

by the inclusion of dispersion corrections.

G. Concluding remarks

We have shown in this review that theoretical studies

have significantly improved our understanding of many EFs

reactions. Quantum chemical calculations can provide useful

information concerning the electronic structure, the energetics,

and the reactivity of these species. In particular, state-of-

the-art quantum mechanical calculations can be extremely

helpful for the experimental chemist when he needs to assign

the site of addition in a given adduct based on experimental

NMR and/or UV-Vis spectra when X-ray data are not

available. In this case, the optimization of the geometry and

the theoretical calculation of the spectra can give valuable

indications for the structure of a given adduct. It can also be

very useful when trying to justify the addition site of a certain

addend. In this case, the calculation of the POAV angles, C–C

bond lengths, charge populations, HOMO and LUMO

shapes, Fukui functions, etc. can provide an explanation of

the regioselectivity of a certain process.

In most EMFs, there exists a formal electronic transfer of a

number of electrons from the metal unit or cluster to the

fullerene structure. Consequently, the metal cluster encapsulated

inside has an enormous influence on the reactivity of these

compounds, which depending on the EMF can be increased

(for example in the electrophilic attack of AdN2 to La@C82)

or reduced (for instance in the Diels–Alder reaction of

1,3-butadiene and Sc3N@C78) as compared to free fullerenes.

Many recent experimental and theoretical studies show that

not only the chemical reactivity but also the regioselectivity of

EMFs is strongly affected by the encapsulated metal species,

carbon cage size, and symmetry. In general, we have seen in

this review that there are no clear and universal rules that

allow making reliable predictions for the regioselectivity of

EFs. Although it is true that shorter C–C bonds with high

p-electron density (especially in the case of electrophilic

attacks), highly pyramidalized C atoms and having large

contributions to the LUMO orbitals are usually the most

reactive, there are exceptions to these rules. As a general trend

the most exothermic additions are also those having the lowest

energy barrier, but again some exceptions to this tendency

have been reported. Because of these many uncertainties, we

recommend in all computational studies of the regiochemistry

of EFs to make a thermodynamic analysis of all possible

addition sites and then perform a search of the TSs for a

reduced group of reaction sites corresponding to the most

favorable additions.
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